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A search for mixing between active neutrinos and light sterile neutrinos has been performed by looking
for muon neutrino disappearance in two detectors at baselines of 1.04 and 735 km, using a combined
MINOS and MINOS+ exposure of 16.36 × 1020 protons on target. A simultaneous fit to the charged-
current muon neutrino and neutral-current neutrino energy spectra in the two detectors yields no evidence
for sterile neutrino mixing using a 3þ 1 model. The most stringent limit to date is set on the mixing
parameter sin2 θ24 for most values of the sterile neutrino mass splitting Δm2

41 > 10−4 eV2.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.091803

The three-flavor paradigm of neutrino oscillations has
been well established through the study of neutrinos
produced by accelerators, nuclear reactors, and the Sun,
as well as in the atmosphere [1–6]. It is consistent with LEP
measurements of the invisible part of the decay width of the
Z boson that strongly constrain the number of neutrinos
with mν < 1

2
mZ to three [7]. Neutrino oscillations arise

from the quantum mechanical interference between the
neutrino mass states as they propagate. These mass states
are related to the weak interaction flavor eigenstates by the
PMNS mixing matrix [8–10]. This unitary 3 × 3 matrix is
commonly parametrized in terms of three mixing angles,
θ12, θ13, and θ23, and a CP-violating phase δCP. The
frequencies of the oscillations are given by the differences
between the squares of the masses (mass splittings),
Δm2

kj ≡m2
k −m2

j . These are Δm2
21, Δm2

31, and Δm2
32, of

which only two are independent. However, some exper-
imental results are in tension with the three-flavor para-
digm: anomalous appearance of ν̄e in short-baseline ν̄μ
beams at LSND [11] and MiniBooNE [12]; depletion of νe
with respect to predicted rates from radioactive calibration
sources in gallium experiments [13]; and ν̄e rate deficits
seen in reactor neutrino experiments with respect to recent
reactor flux calculations [14], though this anomaly has been
weakened by Daya Bay’s reactor fuel cycle measurements
[15] and by observations of spectral distortions not pre-
dicted by flux calculations [16]. These data can be
accommodated by a fourth neutrino state at a mass-splitting
scale of approximately 1 eV2. This new state must not
couple through the weak interaction and is thus referred to
as sterile. The MINOS and MINOS+ long-baseline neu-
trino experiments are sensitive to oscillations involving
sterile neutrinos. Following the previous searches reported
by MINOS [17,18], this Letter reports results of a

significantly higher sensitivity search for sterile neutrinos
using an improved analysis method and incorporating data
collected by the MINOS+ Experiment.
A simple model of neutrino flavor mixing that incorpo-

rates a sterile neutrino is the 3þ 1 model, whereby a new
flavor state νs and a new mass state ν4 are added to the
existing three-flavor formalism. In this model, the extended
PMNS matrix is a 4 × 4 unitary matrix, which introduces
three additional mixing angles θ14, θ24, and θ34, as well as
two CP-violating phases, δ14 and δ24, in addition to
δ13 ≡ δCP. Three new mass-splitting terms can be defined,
and in this analysis results are expressed as a function of the
Δm2

41 mass splitting.
While sterile neutrinos can help to accommodate some

observed data, other experimental searches have reported
null results. The MINOS Collaboration has published
results [17] from a sterile neutrino search using an exposure
of 10.56 × 1020 protons on target (POT) from the NuMI νμ
beam [19] with a 3 GeV peak beam neutrino energy. A joint
analysis with Daya Bay and Bugey-3 constrained anoma-
lous νμ to νe transitions [18]. A search for anomalous
atmospheric neutrino oscillations by IceCube sets limits on
part of the sterile neutrino parameter space [20,21].
This Letter presents results using an additional exposure

of 5.80 × 1020 POT from MINOS+, collected in the same
detectors as MINOS with a νμ energy distribution peaked
at 7 GeV, well above the 1.6 GeV energy corresponding to
the maximum three-flavor disappearance oscillation prob-
ability at 735 km. The broader energy range covered with
high statistics improves the MINOS+ sensitivity to exotic
phenomena such as sterile neutrinos with respect to
MINOS. The previous analysis [17] was based on the
ratio between the measured neutrino energy spectra in the
two detectors (far-over-near ratio), whereas this analysis
employs a two-detector fit method, directly fitting the
reconstructed neutrino energy spectra in the two detectors
to significantly improve the sterile neutrino sensitivity
for Δm2

41 > 10 eV2.
The MINOS/MINOS+ Experiments operated two on-

axis detectors: the Near Detector (ND) located at Fermilab,
1.04 km from the NuMI beam target, and the larger Far
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Detector (FD) [22] located 735 km downstream in the
Soudan Underground Laboratory in Minnesota. The detec-
tors were functionally equivalent, magnetized, tracking
sampling calorimeters with alternating planes of scintillator
strips oriented at �45° to the vertical, interleaved with
2.54 cm-thick steel planes. The beam is produced by
directing 120 GeV protons from Fermilab’s Main
Injector accelerator onto a graphite target and focusing
the emitted π and K mesons into a 625 m pipe where they
decay into a predominantly νμ beam.
The analysis presented here utilizes both the charged-

current (CC) νμ and the neutral-current (NC) data samples
from MINOS and MINOS+. The analysis uses exact
oscillation probabilities, but approximations are made in
the text to demonstrate the sensitivity to the sterile neutrino
oscillation parameters: terms related to Δm2

21 are consid-
ered to be negligible, hence Δm2

32 ≈ Δm2
31; and Δm2

41 ≫
Δm2

31 is assumed, such that Δm2
41 ≈ Δm2

42 ≈ Δm2
43.

The oscillation probabilities can be expanded to second
order in sin θ13, sin θ14 [23], sin θ24 [17], and cos 2θ23.
Consequently, the νμ survival probability for a neutrino that
traveled a distance L with energy E is

Pðνμ → νμÞ ≈ 1 − sin2 2θ23 cos 2θ24 sin2
�
Δm2

31L
4E

�

− sin2 2θ24 sin2
�
Δm2

41L
4E

�
: ð1Þ

Therefore, the CC νμ disappearance channel has sensitivity
to θ24 and Δm2

41, in addition to the three-flavor oscillation
parameters Δm2

32 and θ23. Similarly, the NC survival
probability is given by

PNC ¼ 1 − Pðνμ → νsÞ

≈ 1 − cos4θ14cos2θ34sin22θ24sin2
�
Δm2

41L
4E

�

− sin2θ34sin22θ23sin2
�
Δm2

31L
4E

�

þ 1

2
sin δ24 sin θ24 sin 2θ34 sin 2θ23 sin

�
Δm2

31L
2E

�
:

ð2Þ

The NC sample has sensitivity to both θ24 and Δm2
41, and

further depends on θ14, θ34, and δ24. The sensitivity to
four-flavor neutrino oscillations is weaker in the NC
channel than the CC channel as a result of the poorer
energy resolution due to the invisible outgoing neutrino
in the final state of the NC interaction and the lower NC
cross section.
The effect of a sterile neutrino would be a modulation of

the neutrino energy spectra on top of the well-measured
three-flavor oscillation [24]. The actual effect depends

strongly on the value of Δm2
41. For values of Δm2

41≲
0.1 eV2, the sterile-driven oscillations are seen as an
energy-dependent modification to the FD spectra. In the
range 0.1≲ Δm2

41 ≲ 1 eV2, oscillations still only affect FD
observations, but now they are rapid; that is, they have a
wavelength comparable to or shorter than the energy
resolution of the detector, so they are seen as a deficit in
the event rate, constant in energy. For 1 eV2 ≲ Δm2

41≲
100 eV2, oscillations occur in the ND along with rapid
oscillations averaging in the FD. Finally, for values of
Δm2

41 ≳ 100 eV2, rapid oscillations occur upstream of the
ND, causing event rate deficits in both detectors.
For the MINOS data, the event classification algorithm

remains unchanged [17], while for MINOS+ the event
selection and reconstruction were retuned to account for a
fourfold ND occupancy increase. From Monte Carlo (MC)
studies, defining the denominator of efficiency as all true
NC interactions reconstructed within the detector’s fiducial
volume, the MINOS+ beam NC selection in the ND has an
efficiency of 79.9% and purity of 60.3%, and in the FD, the
efficiency is 86.5% with 64.9% purity [25]. The beam CC
selection in the ND is 56.4% efficient with a purity of
99.1%, and the FD CC selection has 85.1% efficiency and
99.3% purity [25]. The MINOS era efficiencies and purities
agree with MINOS+ within a few percent. The CC and NC
reconstructed neutrino energy spectra for the ND and FD
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The three-flavor
and best-fit four-flavor predictions are also shown. Visual
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FIG. 1. The summed MINOS and MINOS+ CC reconstructed
energy spectra for events selected in the FD (left) and ND (right).
Data points in black are compared to both the three-flavor
prediction (red line) and the four-flavor best-fit prediction
ðsin2 θ24 ¼ 1.1 × 10−4;Δm2

41 ¼ 2.325 × 10−3 eV2Þ and its sys-
tematic uncertainty (blue line and shaded region). Also shown are
the ratios between data and simulation.
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representation of the effects of correlated systematics
uncertainties is not straightforward, so we perform a
decorrelation of the systematic uncertainty covariance
matrix using conditional multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tions [26] to produce the uncertainty bands. The decorre-
lation procedure is conducted through the iterative
conditioning of the expected distribution of each recon-
structed energy bin upon all other bins of the observed
event spectrum [27]. Accounting for the systematic corre-
lations simultaneously decreases the effective uncertainty
and improves the agreement between the predicted spectra
and observed data, thereby adding confidence in the
modeling of the systematic uncertainties.
The previous far-over-near ratio method was limited by a

reduction in the sensitivity to the θ24 mixing angle at high
values of Δm2

41, where the oscillations occur upstream of
the ND and cancel in the ratio. Simultaneous measurements
in both detectors extend the observed range of experimental
L/E and consequently yield broader sensitivity to the sterile
mass splitting. Furthermore, the uncertainty on the ratio
was dominated by the FD statistical uncertainty, which
limited the high statistical power of the ND in the fit. To
improve the overall sensitivity and better utilize the high-
statistics ND data sample, the two-detector fit method has
been developed.
The MINOS three-flavor oscillation analyses use the ND

data to tune the MC flux simulation to provide an accurate
flux prediction in the FD. In the context of this 3þ 1-flavor

analysis, oscillations can occur in both detectors, and
therefore the beam tuning approach [52] assuming no
oscillations at the ND is invalid.
The flux prediction includes a combination of the

MINERvA PPFX flux [53,54], which uses only hadron
production data [55], and the published data of the πþ=Kþ
hadron production ratio to which FLUKA is tuned [56]. For
general applicability to both MINOS and MINOS+ run-
ning, which used different target designs, we chose to use
the version of PPFX with thin-target hadron production
data. We extract eight parameters used to warp an empirical
parametrization of FLUKA πþ hadron production as a
function of pT and pZ using a sample of simulated ND
PPFX-weighted pion-parent interactions in configurations
with the magnetic focusing horns powered off and on. The
πþ=Kþ ratio is used to extend the results of this fit to the
kaon flux component.
A search is performed simultaneously in both detectors

for oscillations due to sterile neutrinos by minimizing the
sum of the following χ2 statistic for selected candidate CC
and NC events:

χ2 ¼
XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

ðxi − μiÞ½V−1�ijðxj − μjÞ þ penalty; ð3Þ

where the number of events observed in data and the MC
prediction are denoted by xi and μi, respectively. The index
i ¼ 1;…; N labels the reconstructed energy bins from 0 to
40 GeV in each detector, with N being the sum of ND and
FD bins. The predicted number of events μi is varied using
a MC simulation with exact forms of all oscillation
probabilities in vacuum. The impact of the matter potential
was found to be very small [57] and is neglected. In order to
account for rapidly varying oscillations at short baselines,
the calculation of neutrino oscillation probabilities in the
ND uses the fully simulated propagation distance from the
point of meson decay to the neutrino interaction. These
variations in path length are negligible in the FD, where a
point source is assumed.
The penalty term in Eq. (3) is a weak constraint on Δm2

31

to ensure it does not deviate too far from its measured value
and become degenerate with Δm2

41.
The matrix V−1 is the inverse of the N × N covariance

matrix that incorporates the sum of the statistical and
systematic uncertainties:

V ¼ Vstat þ Vscale þ Vhp þ Vxsec

þ Vbkgd þ Vbeam þ Vother: ð4Þ

The general structure of the covariance matrices has four
quadrants corresponding to the FD covariance matrix, the
ND covariance matrix, and cross-term matrices encoding
the covariance between the detectors. This treatment
ensures consistency between the two detectors when
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FIG. 2. The summed MINOS and MINOS+ NC reconstructed
energy spectra for events selected in the FD (left) and ND (right).
Data points in black are compared to both the three-flavor
prediction (red line) and the four-flavor best-fit prediction
ðsin2 θ24 ¼ 1.1 × 10−4;Δm2

41 ¼ 2.325 × 10−3 eV2Þ and its sys-
tematic uncertainty (blue line and shaded region). Also shown are
the ratios between data and simulation.
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ambiguities might otherwise exist between the shape of
systematic fluctuations and neutrino oscillation signals.
Vstat encodes the statistical uncertainty in each bin

assuming Poisson statistics. The magnitude of this uncer-
tainty is markedly different in the FD and ND given the
difference in event rates. In the FD, the statistical uncer-
tainty is at most 13% and averages approximately 7%
across all energy bins, while in the ND, the statistical
uncertainty is negligible. The statistical error only affects
the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix.
Vscale accounts for energy-scale uncertainties. For recon-

structed muon tracks, this is �2% (�3%) for energies
measured by range (curvature) [58]. The hadronic energy
scale uncertainty consists of �5.7% from calibration, and
further uncertainties from final-state interactions of hadrons
within the nucleus [52].
Vhp accounts for the hadron production systematic

uncertainty associated with the flux prediction. The uncer-
tainties of each of the eight extracted parameters are used to
generate the covariance matrix.
Vxsec accounts for neutrino cross-section systematic

uncertainties [59]. Details of the uncertainties considered
for the different CC cross sections are given in Ref. [25].
Note that all cross-section systematic uncertainties are
shape uncertainties with the exception of the 3.5% total
cross-section systematic uncertainty. This uncertainty level
is justified even at large Δm2

41, by high-energy cross-
section measurements at CCFR, which showed no indica-
tions of deviations from a linear dependence on energy over
a broad energy range [60]. The uncertainties considered for
the NC cross sections are as follows: vary the axial mass
MQE

A by þ35= − 15%, MRES
A by þ25= − 15%, the KNO

scaling parameters [61] for multiplicities of 2 and 3 by
�33%, and a total cross-section variation of �5% moti-
vated by the difference between the measured and simu-
lated NC/CC ratio of observed interactions.
Vbkgd accounts for possible mismodeling of back-

grounds in the selected CC and NC samples. The CC
sample backgrounds are dominated by NC interactions,
and the NC component is varied by 30% (20%) for
MINOS+ (MINOS). The NC sample has background
contributions from νe and νμ CC events in the ND and
νe, νμ, and ντ CC events in the FD. The νe and ντ
components have a minimal impact; hence only the CC
νμ component is varied by �15%.
Vbeam incorporates systematic uncertainties from the

beam line [19,62,63]. It includes possible mismodeling
of the horn current (�2%), the horn current distribution
(exponential or linear), the horn position (�0.5 mm), the
material in the horns (�5% in atomic number), the beam
width (�0.2 mm) and position (�0.5 mm), and the target
position (�2 mm).
Vother includes terms for a range of additional systematic

uncertainties, including relative detector acceptance [25],
relative efficiency of reconstruction (�1.6% for CC,

�2.2% for NC [17]), removal of poorly reconstructed
NC interactions [64], and POT normalization (�2.0%).
The effect of each systematic uncertainty category on the

sensitivity to sin2 θ24 is shown in Table I for two sample
values of Δm2

41.
In the fit, the oscillation parameters θ23, θ24, θ34, Δm2

31,
and Δm2

41 are allowed to float, while the other oscillation
parameters are held at fixed values. The penalty term
constrains Δm2

31 ¼ ð2.5� 0.5Þ × 10−3 eV2 [57]. The solar
parameters are set at values of sin2 θ12 ¼ 0.307 and
Δm2

21 ¼ 7.54 × 10−5 eV2, based on a three-flavor global
fit [65].
In the case where Δm2

41 is sufficiently larger than Δm2
31,

jUe4j is constrained by unitarity considerations, which
imply sin2 θ14 < 0.036 at 1σ [66]. In the degenerate case,
θ14 is constrained by measurements of θ13 [65], and
θ13 ¼ π=2. A sensitivity study was performed with θ14
allowed to vary under these constraints, and δ13, δ14, and
δ24 allowed to float freely. The resulting sensitivity is very
similar to the case where these parameters were set to zero.
This analysis hence has very minimal sensitivity to sin2 θ14
under the aforementioned constraints, so it is set to zero.
The analysis is also approximately independent of δ13, δ14,
and δ24; hence all three phases are set to zero.
The fit proceeds by dividing the ðsin2 θ24;Δm2

41Þ param-
eter space into fine bins ranging from 10−3 to 1 in sin2 θ24
and 10−4 eV2 to 103 eV2 in Δm2

41. At each point in the
parameter space, the function given in Eq. (3) is minimized
with respect to the three remaining oscillation parameters
θ23, θ34, and Δm2

31, and the penalty term. The difference
in χ2 at each point, compared to the global minimum χ2min ¼
99.308 (140 degrees of freedom), is shown in Fig. 3 as a
90% C.L. contour interpreted using the Feldman-Cousins
procedure [67]. The 3þ 1 model best-fit χ2 at the global
minimum ðsin2θ24¼1.1×10−4;Δm2

41¼2.325×10−3 eV2Þ
differs from the three-flavor model by Δχ2 < 0.01, and the
corresponding predicted neutrino energy spectra are shown
by the blue lines in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 3 also shows the
median sensitivity and the 1σ and 2σ sensitivity bands from

TABLE I. The reduction in sin2 θ24 exclusion sensitivity caused
by accumulation of systematic sources at two values of Δm2

41.
The systematic uncertainty sources are given in Eq. (4).

Uncertainty

Sensitivity to sin2 θ24 at:

Δm2
41 ¼ 1 eV2 Δm2

41 ¼ 1000 eV2

Statistics only 0.0008 0.0002
+Energy scale 0.0054 0.0003
+Hadron production 0.0131 0.0063
+Cross section 0.0138 0.0103
+Background 0.0141 0.0112
+Beam 0.0143 0.0128
+Other 0.0153 0.0165
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a large number of pseudo-experiments generated by fluc-
tuating the three-flavor simulation according to the covari-
ance matrix V and the uncertainties on the three-flavor
oscillation parameters [68].
The measured contour lies well within the 2σ sensitivity

band. Fitted values of θ34 are found to be small across
the parameter space, with the value at the best-fit point
θ34 ¼ 8.4 × 10−3, and they show little correlation with θ24.
For high Δm2

41 values, where sterile oscillations produce
normalization shifts at both the ND and FD, shape
uncertainties are nearly irrelevant. Therefore, the strength
of the limit in this region is driven by the constraint on the
total CC cross-section and unitarity constraints related to
the observed near-maximal value of sin2 θ23 [68]. At the
best-fit point sin2 2θ23 ¼ 0.920.
No evidence of mixing between active and sterile

neutrinos is observed, and a stringent limit on θ24 is set
for all values of Δm2

41 above 10
−2 eV2. The low sensitivity

in the region Δm2
41 < 10−2 eV2 arises from degeneracies

with the atmospheric mass splittingΔm2
31. The upper island

occurs at Δm2
41 ¼ 2Δm2

31, and the dip below occurs at
Δm2

41 ¼ Δm2
31. The MINOS/MINOS+ result is compared

to results from other experiments in Fig. 4, showing it to be
the leading limit over the majority of the range of Δm2

41. At
fixed values of Δm2

41, the data provide limits on the mixing
angles θ24 and θ34. At Δm2

41 ¼ 0.5 eV2, we find sin2θ24 <
½0.006 ð90%C:L:Þ; 0.008 ð95%C:L:Þ� and sin2θ34 <
½0.41 ð90%C:L:Þ; 0.49 ð95%C:L:Þ�.

The MiniBooNE result [12] observes a significant excess
in the νe and ν̄e appearance channels over a short baseline.
The allowed region for this result, interpreted in terms of
sterile-neutrino-driven oscillations, is presented in terms of
the effective mixing parameter sin2 2θμe, which can be
directly compared with the MINOS/MINOS+ limit through
a combination with reactor disappearance experiments [18].
Since sin2 2θμe ¼ sin2 2θ14 sin2 θ24 in the 3þ 1 model, it is
possible to make a direct comparison via the 90% C.L.
unitarity bound of sin2 2θ14 < 0.18 [66]. MINOS/MINOS+
excludes the entire MiniBooNE 90% C.L. allowed region at
90% C.L. This implies a tension between the MiniBooNE
and MINOS/MINOS+ results.
In conclusion, the joint analysis of data from the MINOS

and MINOS+ experiments sets leading and stringent limits
on mixing with sterile neutrinos in the 3þ 1 model for
values of Δm2

41 > 10−2 eV2 through the study of νμ
disappearance. The final year of MINOS+ data, corre-
sponding to 40% of the total MINOS+ exposure, combined
with ongoing analysis improvements, will increase the
sensitivity of future analyses even further.

This document was prepared by the MINOS/MINOS+
Collaboration using the resources of the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), a U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, HEP User Facility. Fermilab is
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